
 
Trade Monitor 

 
One of the things that should be done on a daily basis within each office is a review of the Trade Monitor.  You can 
access it within Advantage by selecting the Reports tab and then Trade Monitor sub-tab.  Trade Monitor will 
typically open in a new window. 

 
which will bring you to 

 
A couple of tips for ensuring you are viewing the maximum information under trade summary: 
Change Stop Assignment to Representative  
Change Submit Date to 365 
and then hit Go. 
Review items that display on the bottom portion of the screen.  To the far right there will be a flag assigned to 
each item.  Green will require no action from your office.  Any entries with a yellow or red flag you will want to 
open for detailed review. 
 
There is a selection of videos, quick cards and procedure manuals for Trade Monitor which can be accessed by 
going to Home>Training>Training Resource Library, under Application select Trade Monitor 



 
For those who are visual learners I would recommend accessing the quick card, but from a thousand feet the 
procedure for addressing items within the Trade Monitor is as follows: 
Once you have selected an item by clicking on the magnifying glass you will see a summary across the top of the 
screen with relation to any yellow or red flags.  If you just need to respond to a question click on the Add button in 
the Case Actions section, enter your notes and then change the Stop Assignment to OSJ (unless it came from 
home office, in which case you would change to RSSP) and then click on Save.  If documents are required to 
address this item you can utilize the Add feature in the Case Attachments section immediately below Case 
Actions. 
It is important that you address items within Trade Monitor within a timely manner.  During the transition the 
time frames for escalation and implications for not addressing Trade Monitor items were waived.  However, we 
are now to the point where we need to be addressing these within the same time guidelines as seasoned SAI 
associates.  If you need to mail paperwork out to a client in order to address a Trade Monitor alert, please use the 
add Comment feature to make a notation that paperwork was mailed to client DD/MO or faxed, etc. and then 
leave the stop assignment as Representative so that it stays in your queue to address but if the paperwork doesn’t 
come back within the 8 days and the item rolls up to supervision we will see that paperwork is pending and can 
send it back to rep status to allow a few more days for that paperwork to be returned.  Without such a notation it 
may appear that you have failed to address the item and SAI can select a consequence to impose on the rep for 
failing to address these items in a timely manner.  Current climate favors withholding current compensation due 
until stale items have been addressed. 
You may also have a need to adjust or cancel transactions.  If it is determined that one of these options is 
necessary due to a suitability concern, processing error or order entry error, the transaction will be pended to you 
with instructions as to what should be done to adjust or cancel the transaction.  These will include: 
Call the Trade Support desk for guidance in cancelling/adjusting the trade; 
Call the client to explain that the transaction has been adjusted or cancelled. 
Pend the transaction back to the individual who sent you the instructions so that they can review and mark as 
resolved if appropriate. 
The Operations department will send a notification letter to the client informing them of the 
adjustment/cancellation of the transaction and a copy will be maintained in the client file within the Vault system. 
 
 



 
If something is pended to you, an email similar to this will go out. 
 
 

 
 
Please take note of the To: line.  Anyone with administrative staff should see the name of those individuals on this 
line, as well as Sean since he is our Super Admin providing support to all offices.  If you receive a Trade Monitor 
email and individuals are missing from the To: that should be cc’d, please reach out to Sean so he can walk you 
through the options to correct this, starting with verifying settings at SAI and on from there.  It is also important to 
note that the Trade Monitor system defaults to your SAI email.  By using the steps listed above to check the Trade 
Monitor you will be able to identify whether emails have been sent out that you aren’t receiving.  If anyone runs 
into that situation, reach out to Sean immediately so we can get the issue addressed.  Not knowing you had a 
Trade Monitor alert is not a valid excuse for not addressing within the time frames required and we will not be 
able to argue against implications on your behalf, so let’s make sure you get all email alerts or check Trade 
Monitor manually. 


